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About 

Challenge: Design a product that fits within Prime’s tech constrains, branding, 
and budget while implementing features that accommodate student and admin 

needs. The development time estimate must stay within 400 hours. 

Goal: Design an application for Prime that helps students and alumni with their 
job hunt and application process. 



Methods 

The following methods were used to gather data on this project:  
• Admin user interviews:  Mark Hurlburt and Taylor Sandquist. 
• Student user interviews: Katie Holmes and Jalen Even. 
• Five Kano analysis participants.  

The following methods were used to synthesize our data: 
• Feature cards. 
• Journey mapping. 
• Kano analysis. 



Student User 
Overall Goal: Find a good job as soon as possible. 

Specific Goals 

Organize job search material. 
Track a large volume of applications.  

Remember Taylor’s lecture content. 
Continue best practices. 

Prepare appropriately for job 
interviews.  

Find a job that is a good fit. 

Feature Details 

This will allows students/alumni to keep 
track of applications and their statuses. 

This will also give students one spot where 
all their job search material can be 

compiled. 

This feature will help remind students of 
best practices that are suggested by Taylor. 
It would also be a place where there will 
be helpful resource links and answers to 

common questions. 

This page will be a quick resource when 
researching specific companies. Prime 

students, alumni, and instructors can leave 
reviews and insights about each company. 

It could help with:  

• Preparing for interview. 
• Getting general facts. 
• Determine if it would be a good fit.  

Features to Implement 

“My Dashboard” and “My 
Applications” screen.  

“My Best Practices” screen. 

“My Companies” screen. 



Admin User
Overall Goal: Help students get a good job as soon as possible. 

Specific Goals 

Promote best practices.  
Efficiently help alumni when they are 

struggling. 

Gather data on companies in the 
industry.  

Gather data on Prime graduates’ job 
search process, first placement, and 

career progression.  

Feature Details 

These three features will help Taylor and 
Prime staff reinforce best practices while 

being relatively hands off after 
graduation. When students request a 1:1 
or are struggling, information under these 
features will allow Taylor, Mark, or other 

staff to get a quick update on the 
student’s daily practices and status.   

This will help staff keep track of what 
companies in the industry are currently 

doing and shed more light on Prime 
graduates’ experiences at these places. 

Staff can also contribute their own 
insights on certain companies.  

This is an easy way to have recently 
employed alumni to update their job 

status and provide helpful data to Prime. 
Also, it could have the capability of 

providing overall career development area 
even after their first placement.  

Features to Implement 

Admin view of “My Best 
Practices” and “My 

Applications” and “My 
Dashboard.” 

Admin view of “My Companies.”  

Admin view of “Alumni Profile.”  



Development Hours   

"My Dashboard" "My Applications" "My Best Practices" "My Companies" "Alumni Profile"

35 Hours30 Hours

110 Hours

200 Hours

25 Hours

It is expected to take at least 400 hours to develop the MVP. These estimates were 
calculated using the lowest value in the provided estimate hours range. 



“My Dashboard” | MVP  
Student View  

“Alumni Resources” option would be 
added to the student’s profile when 
they are eligible to start job searching.  

Simple navigation bar with only four 
options.  

Provides a tally of the number of 
application that have been submitted 
that week (data is pulled from “My 
Applications” screen table). This is a 
quick way to see how the user is doing 
this week.  

Displays the total number of 
applications submitted overall. Also, 
this provides a tally for the number of 
applications under each status type. 
It’s a quick way to gage overall 
progress and monitor the status of 
each application.  

This is a place to quickly upload and 
store the student’s most updated 
documentation. Students often have 
many different copies of resumes and 
cover letters. This would be used as a 
place where they can store/access 
their best and most up to date copy.
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Dashboard: 20-50 Hours 
Document Upload: 5-10 Hours 

Minimum Total: 25 Hours
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“My Dashboard” | Future Opportunities   
Student View  

Per user interviews, it was determined 
that the number of networking events 
attended, hours spent on personal 
projects, hours spent on learning new 
material, among others, were also very 
important. If possible, it would be 
helpful to include these stats alongside 
the number of applications completed. 
No formal development time estimate 
was made for this type for page. 

1

1



“My Applications” | MVP  
Student View  

Applications are separated into two 
categories: direct applications and 
recruiter applications. The alumni 
member we interviewed described that 
each process is different enough that 
it’s helpful to separate them. See the 
next page for specific details on the 
tables.  
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Overall: 200-300 Hours 
Minimum Total: 200 Hours



“My Applications” | MVP  

Student View  

This calculates the follow-up date on an application (10 days). Users can check the box when this task has been 
completed.   

Interviewees specified that it was important to record job numbers when applying to jobs. This prevents users from 
applying to the same position more than once.  

This would be a dropdown menu. User is able to select from the following: “sent application  — waiting”, 
“scheduled interview, ” “had an interview — waiting,” “offered position — have not accepted,” “offered position — 
have accepted,” “likely declined/no response — waiting,” and “declined position.”  

User is able to leave personal and specific notes regarding their application. 

The table under the “Applications | Recruiter” section would has an additional “recruiter” column. Interviewees 
specified that it’s important to record which recruiter actually submitted the application. This prevents users from 
being submitted more than once to the same contractor position.  

1

10/18/17 10/28/17 Junior UX/UI Designer #1F83A2 Best Buy Scheduled Interview Keegan recommended this 
position. 

Information Architect10/20/17 10/30/17 #3BX98K C.H. Robinson Sent Application - Waiting Talked to recruiter at Prime.

#23DKL8

2

3

10/16/17 10/26/17 Joe Larson 3M Scheduled Interview with 
recruiter 

Aerotek submitted me on 
10/26, got confirmation.UX Design Contractor
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“My Applications” | Future Opportunity 
Student View 

If budget allows, it would be helpful to 
incorporate the browser extension 
feature into the table. This will allow 
users to save and provide quick access 
to the job description. It was 
estimated that it would take 30-50 
development hours per browser.  

One of our student interviewees stated 
that they had a separate excel sheet to 
track applications they were just 
interested in. They didn’t necessarily 
want to apply yet, but wanted to save 
it as an potential option for the future. 
The “Job Search Notes” section would 
allow users to save this type of 
information. They could also save 
tidbits of insightful job research notes 
and findings. No formal time estimate 
was made for this feature. 
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“My Best Practices” | MVP  
Student View 

This portion is a general weekly goal 
list that can be updated by Taylor, 
Mark, or another admin. A student can 
check each task as “complete” when 
applicable. This reminds students to be 
accountable and adhere to best 
practices that typically help alumni get 
jobs.  

“Quick Resources” is a FAQ page with 
different tabs for different categories. 
They would summarize career 
development tips and tools that we 
covered during class with Taylor. This 
would be helpful if students did not 
take good notes or misplaced them. 

1
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Goals: 80-200 Hours 
Quick Resources: 30-60 Hours 

Minimum Total: 110 Hours

1
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“My Best Practices” | Future Opportunity 
Student View  

If budget allows, it may be worth 
including a “goals” section that could 
be edited by the student user. This 
would make the goals more personal, 
and the student wont be restricted to 
just see the goals set by Taylor for the 
week.  

1
1



“My Companies” Screen | MVP  
Student View 

This is a list of companies that have a 
profile in Prime’s database. To start, it 
would just be ordered alphabetically.  

Once users select a company on the 
left side of the page, the company 
profile will appear on the right side. 
This would include the company’s 
general info, link, and pictures, among 
other information.  

This section would include comments 
and reviews left by Prime community 
members. They could share their 
interview experience, tips for making 
connections there, and other tidbits of 
insider information. This information 
could help students quickly determine 
if a company would be a good fit, the 
opportunities available there, and 
prepare effectively for interviews. 
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Overall: 30-60 Hours 
Minimum Total: 30 Hours
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“My Companies” Screen | Future Opportunity 
Student View.  

If the budget allows, there are many 
small improvements that could be 
added (no time estimates): 

• A search bar to type in company 
names. 

• A way to sort and filter the list 
in multiple ways.  

The current MVP of the company 
profile would have the bare minimum. 
However, this could be improved by 
adding the following:  

• Edit comment/tip functionality 
(5-10 additional hours).   

• A post/comment “expiration” 
date function (5-15 additional 
hours). 

• An admin curation feature 
(additional 10-25 hours).  

1 1



“Alumni Profile” | MVP  
Admin View  

The top half for this section is identical 
to the original “student profile” page. 

“General Documents” screen would 
pull the files uploaded by the student 
under their “My Dashboard” screen. 
This way, Taylor, Mark, or another 
Prime staff member can see the most 
updated version of a student’s resume 
and the best example of a cover letter.  

“Job Placements” section would allow 
students or admin to update first 
placement information. This will help 
gather data more efficiently.   
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Overall: 30-60 Hours 
Minimum Total: 30 Hours
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“Alumni Profile” | Future Opportunity 
Student View 

If the budget allowed, it would be 
helpful to add more than the “First 
Placement” section so alumni can 
continue updating Prime about their 
career development. However, there 
would also need to be an incentive or 
reminder to prompt alumni to do this 
from time to time.  

1

1



Conclusion 
Several designs methods were used to gather and synthesize data from Prime’s alumni 
and administrators. Ultimately, the following five specific features were identified as 
the most important to include in the MVP:  

• A dashboard landing page that summarizes important statistics and information.  
• An application tracker.  
• A page that promotes best practices for alumni students.  
• A list of company profiles that provide helpful general and insider information.  
• An alumni profile page which allows first job placement data to be added.  

The MVP of this product is estimated to take 400 hours to develop. However, several 
suggestions were made if the development plan becomes more flexible.   
Next steps include creating a interactive prototype and conducting usability tests on 
the product. 


